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The Jimmy Carter UFO incident was an incident in which Jimmy Carter (US President 1977â€“1981) reported
seeing an unidentified flying object while at Leary, Georgia, in 1969.. While serving as Governor of Georgia,
Carter was asked to file a report of the sighting by the International UFO Bureau in Oklahoma City,
Oklahoma, which he did in September 1973. ...
Jimmy Carter UFO incident - Wikipedia
The Kenneth Arnold UFO sighting occurred on June 24, 1947, when private pilot Kenneth Arnold claimed that
he saw a string of nine, shiny unidentified flying objects flying past Mount Rainier at speeds that Arnold
estimated at a minimum of 1,200 miles an hour (1,932 km/hr). This was the first post-War sighting in the
United States that garnered nationwide news coverage and is credited with ...
Kenneth Arnold UFO sighting - Wikipedia
- 2 - THE FIRST ROSWELL Evidence For A Crash Retrieval In Cape Girardeau Missouri In 1941 Ryan S.
Wood rswood@majesticdocuments.com This paper will review the primary and secondary sources and
evidence for the reality of
Evidence For A Crash Retrieval In Cape Girardeau Missouri
Crop-out of the Kelsey Bay, Vancouver Island BC, Canada Oct-1981 UFO seems to depict a disk with a
dome (this crop-out is grainy due to max magnification from 2nd generation negatives - uncropped photo)
Story: During a family vacation, Mrs McRoberts saw "a cloud over a mountaintop, suggestive of a smoking
volcano" and snapped a photo of it.
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Search the world's information, including webpages, images, videos and more. Google has many special
features to help you find exactly what you're looking for.
Google
â€œThere has remained a percentage of the total, in the order of twenty percent of the reports, that have
come from credible observers of relatively incredible thingsâ€¦â€• â€“Major General John A. Samford, USAF,
Director of Intelligence INTRODUCTION UFO is an acronym for Unidentified Flying Object. Such objects
include meteors, disintegrating satellites, flocks of birds, aircraft, lights, [â€¦]
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Crop-out of the Kelsey Bay, Vancouver Island BC, Canada Oct-1981 UFO seems to depict a disk with a
dome (this crop-out is grainy due to max magnification from 2nd generation negatives - uncropped photo)
Story: During a family vacation, Mrs McRoberts saw "a cloud over a mountaintop, suggestive of a smoking
volcano" and snapped a photo of it.
UFO video documentaries - military and pilot UFO sightings
Lawrence Fawcett. Lawrence Fawcett, a UFO investigator for twenty years, has held memberships in the
National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena (NICAP) and the Aerial Phenomena Research
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Organization (APRO) and has also served as the Early Warning Coordinator in New England for the Air
Force-sponsored "Condon Committee" UFO study.
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